INTRODUCTION

Wonderful!! Change heart will change your life.

How to make change of your heart?

What is the easiest way to change your heart?

How to maintain the heart changes constantly?

How to transform heart change into mind and behavior change?

OBJECTIVE

To help individuals change of their heart for the changes of their life

BENEFITS

Only 5 minutes to change heart

Only 21 minutes to facilitate behavior changes

Only 10 minutes to maintain daily

Only 10.00 to learn the process

NOVELTY

This is the first work that uses special biofeedback script and protocol to change heart. Easy and practical

PUBLICATIONS


MSc Thesis, Wang Jing, A Study on the Effects Solat (Islamic

PATENT

COPY RIGHT

(22/9/2015)

RESULT

MARKETABILITY

Knowledge Transfer Grant RM 130,000

Biofeedback Project to intervene problematic students (Phase 1) : RM 31,000

Biofeedback Project to intervene problematic students (Phase 2) : RM 150,000

ACHIEVEMENT

Gold: PECIPTA 2015

Gold: Citrex 2015